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AN TNTELLECTUAL ANALysrs ofthe theme
and meaning of Paul Thek's work might
be intimidated by the fact that Susan
Sontag's book, Against Interprelation, is
dedicated to him. But the title offers iust
the clue that interpretation requires: his
work is about uninterpretable feelings,
about the presence ofvivid and tenacious
feelings and petcepts which cannot be
intellectualised, conceptualised, categor-
ised. The body is a blind mouth sucking
existence.

In the work of the past few years,
pieces of Ineat or of human al tomy
were reptesented in eniaustic and
displayed in plexiglass cases. Metaphors
of man as meat, znd att that encourages
the acceptance of meaty sexuality, have
appeared in the work of Catolee
Schneeman and Robert Delford 3town.
In their Events, the audience was
invited to think of itself as meat, as
fesh, as edible. Paul Thek's strategy is
to place his chunks of meat, as subject,
in an object, the plexiglass case, so that
a fleshy subjectivity and glossy obiec-
tivity ate part of the experience. The
plexiglass is synthetic, toneless, insensi-
tive, and suggests arry cleat but im-
penetrable fagade, the plastic curtain of
protective objectivity. The meat pre-
sents an image of inchoate feelings, raw,
brute, hairy, mutilated, sensitive. The
meat in the plexiglass case preseflts man
as feelingful, meaningful, fleshy subiec-
tivity, encased in ttanspatent obiectifica-
tion.

The reactions of onlookers have been
vague and imprecise, yet strong. The
feelings ate often described as indesctib-
able, even by the attentive, and the
existence of these indescribable feelings
touches on the meaning of the work:
that is, the wotk concerns the existence
of the sort of feelings that it elicits.
These feelings, not arcleady delineated
as an appetite ot a desire, dedve from
the fact that consciousness is borne by
the body. The body bears conscious-
ness, but consciousness does not bear
the body, and the body thus feels
unbearable, nauseating.

Paul Thek's work confronts this
Sartreafl Nauna with the decision that

flesh is beautiful. Just as painters once
attempted to recover, in spite of their
other guilts, 'the innocence of the eye',
Thek attempts to recovef the innocence
of the body, especially of the hand. If
this rendering of the obnoxious into the
innocent has implications of sexuality,
that is because sex is one way of haad-
ling existence, and there are lust as many
implications fot philosophy, which
Socrates once defined as the love of
death.

One of these works includes a small
chair which awakeas bodily feelings of
sitting down, thereby galvanising
a'warefless of oneself as spontaneous
flesh. The chair cat be associated with
the meat in an easy Surrealist pufl on
cbai2 in French - fletb. But the stronger
telationship is the one between one
clustet of body feelings (enteting and
sitting down on the chair) and another
cluster of body feelings (human body
drawing back ftom kindred flesh). This
little chair which proves the possession
(poxe rcdere, to sit upon) of feelings
independent of calculating awareness is
peculiady sturdy and teassuring, Pet-
haps it undoes some of the damage done
to Goldilocks by suggesting that con-
sciousness can test assured in, and
perhaps possess, bodiness. If conscious-
ness is repelled by flesh, and if meat is
distressed by mind, Paul Thek's wotk
says that one has nevertheless nothing
to feat from oneself as flesh.

Thek makes the encaustic meat him-
self, shapes the mute flesh with his
hands, while the plexiglass boxes ate
made by standard operations, and even
this division of labout elabotates the
distinction between subjectivity and
obiectivity, a distinction which is built
up only to break down. One canflot see
the meat without looking through the
plexiglass, and cannot look at the plexi-
glass without seeing the meat. The
objectivity is empty without the sub-
iectivity, and the subjectivity is exposed
and vulnerable without the objectivity.
This interpenetratiofl of subfect and
object, which has been an ambition of
Transcendentalism, Romanticism, Sym-
bolism, and Surtealism, is achieved in

love and in death, and most fully in the
fusion of opposites, the love-death,
Keats wrote to Fanny Brawne, '. . . youf
loveliness and the hout of my death. O
that I could have possession of them
both in the same instant' (July zy, r 8 r 9).,

Love-death joins the themes of un-
intetpretable and incommunicable feel-
ing in Paul Thek's teeent life-size work,
Tbe Death of a Hippie. The name Hippie
suggests the attempt to restore the
power of lov<i to private and to public
life; that the Hippie is dead does not
mean the failure of love: it means the
aecessity of including incommunicable
and uninterpretable death as one of the
dominions of love.

The tomb which contains the Hippie,
something of a ziggtrtat, looks like a
joke oa Minimal att, especially with the
neuffal desctiption of the materials
(Kemtone No. 279 petal pink) and
methods, the operations by which it was
coflstfucted. The work and the matetials
have an inhuman feeling, although they
are human coflstfucts. There is an
absftactness in the materials and opera-
tions, closer to 'I am feeling absttacted'
than to the immediate sensuous seizing
of a texture ot a colour. An absence of
'hand' is evident.

The meat this time is the artist him-
self, at least an encaustic representatiolr
of his corpse. If flestr has been saying
somethiflg in the earlier works, although
flot in so many words, here the fully
articulated body of a pafiicltlr person
seems mutely particular and silently
afticulate. The tongue protrudes from
the mouth as an intimation of intimacy,

^r otgafl used for speaking, thinking,
eating, tasting, kissing. $Vhat this silent
toflgue speaks of is incommunicable,
untfarislatable words of flesh. The
tongue is the paroxysm ofbody thought,
of feeling; Thek's use of it here recalls
Betgman's film Silence, in which one
sister knows the language, the tongue,
and can translate but cannot make love,
while the 6ther sister finds the tongue
of a mar. with het own tongue, cannot
translate, but can make love. In another
vein, John Donne wrote of a lovely gid
who had died young.



. . . her pure, and eloqaent blood

Spoke in her cheekes, and so distinttll
wroagbl,

'f ltat one might almost sa1, ber bodl lhoagbr.

Thek's hand, one will notice, is muti-
lated. If his hand has been 'saYing
something'rvith encaustic, it is now
silenced. The incomplete hand marks
the complction of a statement.

The position of the bodY secms
ordinary enough for a corpse, although
it has been compated to the archaic
Gteek Koutos. The classical reference
u.hich seems mote fully embodied here
is to }fatcus or NIanlius Curtius, a

Roman youth \r/ho healed a chasm
which opcned in the ground by leaping
into it. Attists enioy wotking at the edge
of a void. \flhen they sPeak of the
emptifless of life, the meaningless in
flature, the untelatedness of events, they
are pointing to a chasm rvhich they ate
about to 11ll with themscives. In the
Dead Hippie, *,hich is topicai and local,
Paul Thek has thrown himself into the
void of the present, filling it with an
image of aesthetic energy' His tomb
stands as a manifesto against that patt of
corrtemporary art which teduces att to
absttact zcts, to opetatioris, and to an
absence ofhand. He has plugged up thc
hole, the void of the Present, with an
efligy of his mutilated self, as though
art had cost him, not afl arm and a leg,
b,tt a hand; as though the bodY con-
sciousness which is his theme somehow
absorbed his own hand in the wotk.
Losing himself in the work, and
destroying his hand, are the same thing.
As Sartte points out, as the hand works,
it disappears: 'But mY hand has van-
ished; it is lost in the complex system
of instrumentality in otdet that this
system may exist. It is simPlY the
meaning and the oricntation of the
system' (Being and Nothingnets, p. 32).
The artist loses his hand onlv to Iind it
again in the whole work of art. 'The
hands,' Daisetz Teitato Suzuki wrote,
'deal always with concrete patticulars
embodying personality... The hands
ate fieal1t for creation botn of love-
consciousness' (Genrry, SPring r95 3,
p. 47).



Paul Thek's wotk, summed up in the
Dead Hippie, is radically against abstrac-
tion in art and tepression in life, which
come to the same thing. Abstraction is
a process of withdrawing attention
from some quaiities of experience in
ofdef to coficentfate on one quality,
This withdtawal of attention can shade
into Platonic abstraction, or mystic self-
forgetfulness, but it can also be absent-
mindedness or indifference. This ab-
stracted state of mind is the same as
repression, as Freud discusses it, a form
of inattention. The feelings which seem
to be cut ofl from which attention has
been withdrawfl, are the feelings which
Paul Thek atteods to. His work gains its
force from its opposition to absttaction
and to tepression. And the opposite of
abstraction and tcptession? A conscious-
ness offeeling that is distributed through
flesh, that is, distributed in flesh, and
distributed by means of flesh, even to
the consummations of love-death.
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